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Courtesy Notice Invoicing Diagram

Send CN to Individual “Respondent”
See footnote 1

Keep T & C Ref # for invoicing purposes

Courtesy 
Notice

with
Terms and 
conditions 

and Schedule A

Action: Letter from a 3rd party 
usually advises that harm will 
continue and that dire actions will 
result from (your) failure to act, 
pay, comply, attend court or some 
such. 
This scenario may repeat for a 
different 3rd party - Footnote 3

Invoice #1 to
Respondent

3rd party 
Invoice #1

Scenario 1

Action: 
Letter, notice of demand, police 
action, threatened foreclosure or 
some such harm takes place, is 

threatened or advised. 
(or Future Action)

The respondent is also referred to here as the “Originator”

Scenario 2

Send an Invoice to “3rd party”
for Action performed - per Schedule A, 
referencing same T & Cʼs issued to 
“Originator” See footnotes 1 & 2

Understanding the Principle - using only one Courtesy Notice
The “Originator” (Respondent) wants a clean desk.  Either your CN goes in the shredder because itʼs more ʻfreemanʼ crap, 
another crazy ʻconspiracy theoryʼ, or itʼs handed to a ʻcolleagueʼ to deal with.  (see 
page 2 of the CN for this). 
Wishful result = clean desk.  

Not for foreclosed entities! 
Every time the “Originator” continues the action, whether by self 
doing or by passing it to anyone else, the 
Originator” (Respondent) gets an invoice +  +  ... 
AND so does their colleague/agent who then screams in 
excruciating pain ..... 
Meanwhile Respondents desk looks like this  ........................

Send an Invoice to “Respondent”
for the Action(s) performed - per 
Schedule A, referencing T & C

See footnote 1

Action: Letter received from 
Respondent saying your CN is 
baseless, nonsense or some such 
and usually advises that harm/
recovery/actions etc will continue. 

Send an Invoice to “Originator”
for Action performed - per Schedule A, 

referencing T & C
See footnote 1... AND 

Footnotes:
1   FOR CN, record T & C Reference Number. For CN and all INVOICES record mailing date and receipt date.  Make diary 
note to send ʻOverdue Noticeʼ and ʻ Final noticeʼ and send on due date. 
2  Recommend sending Foreclosure Flyer to all 3rd Parties with their 1st Invoice. 
3  Actions include phone calls, debt collectors, re-possession agents at your door, tax agents, visits by police and may 
include phone calls, letters of demand, threats, intimidation of family, and more. Every action is immediately invoiceable.  

Include this text in the body of 3rd Party Invoices - before the table of charges  
"Whereas within Terms and Conditions Reference number XXXX, it was [insert name of 
Originator]ʼs responsibility to inform and advise any colleagues acting for or on behalf of 
[insert name of Originator] of these terms and conditions, Respondent's action arising from 
insert description of ACTION] date DD MON 2013 is invoiced accordingly"


